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Legacy Academy Summary of Mill Levy Fund Uses

Competitive Pay:
As with the Elizabeth School District, Legacy is proud and excited to be able to elevate the earning power of its staff and teachers in order to attract and retain the best qualified people for our students. Legacy will allocate approximately 69% or $185,500 of its portion of voter approved Mill Levy funds to increase teacher and support salaries for the 2019/2020 school year. This excludes administrator salaries, which will continue to be financed through the school’s normal operational budget.

Technology:
Legacy Academy prides itself in being a technology focused school. As such, a portion of the existing operational budget is invested in student and teacher technology. In 2019, Legacy is planning to add four specials classrooms for Music, Art, STEM and Business Technologies. The STEM and Business Technologies classrooms will allow us to provide students with additional access to technology that facilitates learning and post-graduate success. We will be able to continue our focus on propelling students into the future by providing current and relevant technology too’s. Legacy proposes using approximately 19% or $52,400 to fund the STEM and Technology portion of this project.

Expand Safety and Security:
Legacy Academy has been supporting its students through part-time counseling and safety/security positions. The Mill Levy funds will allow the school to make these positions full-time, enhancing school preparedness, and strengthening the social-emotional support resources for our students. Legacy proposes using 12% or $33,600 to fund these positions equivalent to full-time status.